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Patterns in nature, such as meandering rivers and sand dunes, display complex behavior seemingly at odds with their simplicity of form. Existing approaches to modeling natural landform patterns, reductionism and universality, are incompatible with the nonlinear, open nature of natural systems. An alternative modeling methodology based on the tendency of natural systems to self-organize in temporal hierarchies is described.

A river channel meanders in wide, sweeping loops through its floodplain. Sand dunes mantle vast expanses of arid regions with crescentic, linear, and star-shaped forms. Shorelines are molded into smooth arcuate bays interrupted by cuspat e horns. Frozen soils throughout the Arctic are broken by a latticework of thermal contraction fractures filled with wedges of ice. A photographer’s dream, these and other natural landform patterns exhibit complex behavior that belies their apparent simplicity of form.

Complicated behavior arising from a simple form is a classic symptom of a complex system. Complexity in natural landform patterns is a manifestation of two key characteristics (1). Natural patterns form from processes that are nonlinear, those that modify the properties of the environment in which they operate or that are strongly coupled; and natural patterns form in systems that are open, driven from equilibrium by the exchange of energy, momentum, material, or information across their boundaries. A surf zone, where waves break near the shoreline, exemplifies these characteristics. Wave propagation, generation of currents, turbulent fluid flow, and transport of sediment all are nonlinear processes. The energy and momentum for driving fluid and sediment motion is derived from waves, generated in deeper water, entering the open system. The surf zone and other open natural systems are subject to external forcing on a broad range of temporal scales, for example, 10-s waves to changes in sea level over thousands of years.

These properties can lead to complexity in natural patterns in two stages. First, development of collective behavior by self-organization (2) reduces the very large number of degrees of freedom (for example, those characterizing sand grains on a beach) to a much smaller number of independent dynamical variables (beach profile or shoreline position). Second, these variables evolve and interact nonlinearly to produce rich, potentially emergent behavior that is only weakly related to the original numerous degrees of freedom or the processes operating on them.

Most natural patterns exhibit some form of complex behavior. Bedforms, patterns in a sediment bed such as ripples and dunes in rivers, oceans, and deserts, generally start small and disorganized; they grow in space and become better organized through interactions and mergers between bedforms (3–5). Crescent-shaped wind-blown (barchan) dunes spawn new dunes from their downwind pointing horns, an emergent behavior (7). Sand bars on beaches undergo transitions between different shapes, such as linear and crescentic, based on a complicated combination of incident-wave conditions and their current state (6). River channel meander loops grow until they pinch off, short-circuiting the loop (7).

Existing Approaches to Modeling Natural Patterns

No consensus exists on how to model natural patterns nor, in many cases, the mechanisms by which particular patterns develop (8). The origin of even simple properties, such as the spacing and orientation of bedforms, remains in dispute (5, 9, 10). Two approaches have dominated attempts to model natural patterns and the environments in which they form: reductionism and universality. Any modeling approach for natural patterns must provide a means for selection of dynamical variables (degrees of freedom) to use in the model from the infinite number of degrees of freedom characterizing the natural system. It also must provide for treating the reaction of the system to changes in the environment external to the system. Reductionism and universality are inadequate for meeting these requirements. Here, an alternative is presented that is more compatible with the dynamics of the complex systems in which natural patterns form.

Reductionism. Reductionism is the modeling methodology whereby the development and behavior of large (pattern)-scale features are reduced entirely to their underlying fundamental processes. A dynamical model is formulated with variables related by these fundamental processes, and this model is used to predict the existence and characteristics of the pattern. For reductionist modeling, constraints and approximations that decrease the number of operative degrees of freedom and simplify the processes include conservation laws, smoothing or averaging, an equilibrium constraint, or initial and boundary conditions; one example is the selection of the macroscopic variables pressure, temperature, and volume through momentum, energy, and mass conservation in an ideal gas. These constraints break down for nonlinear, open systems. Instead, long-time-scale variables and their dynamics can emerge through an interaction between variables at differing temporal scales (11, 12); for example, the crest line of a bedform is selected as a set of dynamical variables because of the reinforcing nature of the interaction between the bedform and the sand grains composing it (see below).

Where the emergence of variables occurs through an interaction between scales, the dynamics cannot be reduced entirely to the fundamental scale. For this reason, reductionism does not provide a self-consistent methodology with which to model natural landform patterns.

Universality. Universality is the modeling methodology whereby the overall characteristics of behaviors and patterns are modeled with the simplest system within a class of systems sharing these same behaviors and characteristics, despite being composed of very different building blocks (13). For example, it has been proposed that drainage networks are in a state of self-organized criticality, with dynamics that can be modeled with an idealized sand pile (14). One difficulty with this and other universalist models is that their simplified, typically stationary representation of external forcing is at odds with the forcing and resulting response of natural systems. Forcing in natural systems occurs over a broad range of temporal scales, exciting fast dynamics that depend on some of the differing aspects of the systems within a single universality class. Quantifying the reaction of natural systems to external change is critical for nontrivial modeling and prediction, such as in the reaction of a beach to a storm or the reaction of a drainage network to a tectonic event or a change in climate. This difficulty is exacerbated by the observation that the evolution of pattern charac-
Hierarchical Modeling

Two robust characteristics of nonlinear, open systems point the way toward developing new models of natural patterns. First, the most rapidly changing parts of the system tend to be localized in space. Familiar examples include localization of shear into narrow bands in turbulent fluids and in solid deformation or fracture. Patterns inherently involve localization, because they can be described with fewer spatial dimensions than the space in which they are embedded: lines for two-dimensional patterns and surfaces for three-dimensional patterns. In the surf zone, where wave motion is focused near breaking wave fronts, rip currents are a localized return flow of water brought onshore by breaking waves, and large-scale bathymetric change can be tracked through shoreline and sand bar position (Fig. 1). Localization operates to position (Fig. 1). Localization operates to

Second, variables with disparate intrinsic time scales, when nonlinearly coupled, can develop an asymmetrical relationship: Fast variables become slaved to slow variables and lose their status as independent dynamical variables, as can be argued with a formal adiabatic elimination procedure (12, 16). Numerous examples of slaving in natural, pattern-forming systems include the fast motion of sand grains and fluid slaved either to the slower motion of sand dunes in a desert or of the shoreline and sand bar on a beach (Fig. 2).

The foregoing suggests that a model can be constructed across a broad range of temporal scales as a hierarchy of dynamically uncoupled models, ordered by characteristic time, at the top of which is a level composed of slowly changing variables describing the pattern and at the bottom of which is a level composed of the faster evolving fundamental degrees of freedom. For bedforms, variables at the top level include spacing between and orientation of crest lines and at the bottom level include sand grain positions and fluid velocities (Fig. 3). This idea has been developed for natural systems most completely in ecology (17, 18). Following the arguments given here and those developed for ecological modeling, a hierarchical modeling methodology can be constructed that is objective and testable and is based on properties of nonlinear, open systems, with no new principles introduced (19).

First, identify the internal dynamical variables, the corresponding external environmental parameters, and the boundary between the system and its environment at each level \( n \) in the temporal hierarchy. Boundaries should be drawn so that the dynamical interaction between the external environment and system is minimal.

Second, for each level \( n \) in the hierarchy, abstract the dynamics of faster variables at level \( n - 1 \) into a minimal set of rules that dynamically relate the variables at level \( n \) to each other and to the external environment. The state of the system at level \( n + 1 \) provides a slowly varying context (17, 18) for the variables at level \( n \).

Third, test the theoretical consistency of the model by comparing the predictions made at level \( n - 1 \) for variables at level \( n \) with predictions made at level \( n \).

Fourth, test the predictions of the models against measurements within a changing natural environment.

Observations play a key role in choosing the levels of the hierarchy and in abstracting dynamics from lower levels. The abstractions derive from considerations of the interaction between levels, not from approximations made entirely at lower levels, as in reductionism. Abstracting fast-scale dynamics to the greatest possible extent serves two related goals: first, to maximize the physical content of hypotheses regarding the dynamics by making the most restrictive statements possible (20); and second, to enhance predictability by minimizing extraneous dynamics (17).

The resulting hierarchy constitutes a hypothesis regarding the dynamics of the system, which can be tested objectively for theoretical consistency and against measurements. Although experience regarding how to construct hierarchical models is only beginning to accrue, and coupling models of a natural system across temporal scales appears to be intrinsically difficult, some progress has been made in developing hierarchical models for several natural landform patterns, including bedforms.

Although bedforms in differing environments display a significant range of behaviors and forms, many can be characterized with the following developmental sequence. Bedforms start as small bumps of sand and progressively increase in height to the development of a well-defined crest, downstream of which sand is retained in its lee. These small bedforms migrate, interacting and merging with other bedforms, and evolve toward larger forms within a well-organized pattern (4).

A hypothesized hierarchy for bedforms includes levels at temporal scales corresponding to each of these formative stages (Fig. 3). In one model for the morphology of wind-blown sand dunes, the principal abstractions of sand grain and fluid flow physics are that
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**Fig. 1.** Localization of dynamics in the surf zone: the mean shoreline, the steep front of breaking waves, and rip currents (the localized offshore return flow of water brought onshore by breaking waves).
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**Fig. 2.** Slaving in natural systems. The long-term motion of sand grains is slaved to the migration of (A) a sand dune or (B) a shoreline and a sand bar, despite the migration of these forms originating with the motion of many individual sand grains.
sand moves in uniform hops along the surface in the direction of the wind, sand tends to be deposited preferentially on sand surfaces, sand cannot pile up to an angle greater than the angle of repose, and sand is deposited and cannot be eroded in the lee of developing dunes (1). In models for spacing and orientation of bedforms, the dynamics of defects, ends of bedform crests, have been abstracted into rules describing how spacing and orientation evolve through time (10). Orientation can change only if oppositely facing defects migrate at different speeds (picture changing the orientation of long-crested bedforms) or if the pattern of crests is destroyed, for example, by a significant change in transport regime, and re-formed again, excising faster scale processes. Some tests of the consistency of this hierarchy have been conducted between the pattern and morphology levels (10).

The focus of modeling natural landform patterns has been either on temporal scales analogous to the morphology scale for bedforms, with spatially distributed, cellular models (21) or on the pattern scale (9, 10). An impediment to progress in modeling natural patterns is the lack of treatment of structures at intermediate temporal scales as dynamical variables, such as bedform crest lines.

Viewed as possessing dynamical attributes, natural patterns are a simple end member of a continuum of complex systems. Regardless of the presence of prominent patterns, many natural physical systems dominated by nonlinearity and strong dissipation should be amenable to hierarchical modeling. The dynamical variables in the model correspond to the temporal scale of the phenomenon being modeled; variables and processes at faster scales are abstracted and those at slower scales provide context. For a surf zone, lifeguards want to predict currents, homeowners beach erosion during a storm, and geologists long-term shoreline change. All three currently are frustrated in these endeavors. By isolating dynamics at different temporal scales, better predictability might be achieved with hierarchical modeling than in reductionist models, in which temporal scales are dynamically mixed.

Many models for complex systems are simple and universalist. The advantage of these simple models is that it is often straightforward to understand how they work. Their disadvantage is that it can be difficult to conduct discriminating tests against natural systems. By providing a means of treating behavior both on the long time scales in which simple models might be appropriate and the faster scales that characterize much of the variability of nature, hierarchical modeling could constitute one step toward bridging the gap between complex systems models and the complexity of nature.
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Fig. 3. Hypothesized hierarchy modeling methodology for surf zone megaripples (dunelike bedforms) (22). Variables characterizing the system dynamics are arranged by temporal scale \( T_n \) and related to faster (black arrows) and slower (green arrows) variables and the external environment (red arrows) as described in text. (A to C) False-colored, averaged, obliquely viewed images in \( \sim 1 \text{m} \) mean depth obtained with a new optical technique (23). (D) Plan view of suspended sediment plume in swash of 10-cm depth. Approximate top-to-bottom scale of images: (A) 20 m, (B) 10 m, (C) 5 m, and (D) 50 cm.

Internal dynamical variables
- Pattern-scale variables: spacing and orientation
- Bedform crestline position and height
- Bedform shape
- Sand grain and fluid physics

External environment
- Incident wave climate, tides, surf zone bathymetry

System boundaries
- Tides, current patterns
- Currents
- Waves, turbulence

\( T_1 = 1 \text{s} \)
\( T_2 = 10 \text{min} \)
\( T_3 = 3 \text{hrs} \)
\( T_4 = 1 \text{day} \)